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__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Abstract: Library personalized information recommendation in big data environment had becoming 

an important research task. This paper divided library users into new users and other users. It 

proposed the recommendation strategy based on user segmentation. On the base of these, it designed 

a library personalized information recommendation system in big data environment. The 

experimental results indicate that the recommendation system is effective. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The research of library personalized information service in big data environment has made a progress 

during these years, the most important of which is personalized information recommendation[1]. The 

traditional recommendation strategy could not satisfy current library and users’ needs. This paper 

establishes user model and puts forward a recommendation strategy based on user segmentation[2], 

designs a library personalized information recommendation system in big data environment, namely, 

PIRSL. 

 

2. USER MODEL 

Establishment of user model[3] is the base of realizing library personalized information 

recommendation.   

Definition 1  User model can be described as an aggregation, namely, Ui={(di,1,wi,1), (di,2,wi,2),…, 

(di,n,wi,n) }, and di,jT. T={t1, t2,…,tm} is an aggregation of user interest subjects, wi,j  [0,1] is the 

weight of user interest subjects, and wi,1＋wi,2＋…+wi,n=1. 

User model are constructed by three ways: 

(1)According to the information of registration, PIRSL gets elementary user model. 

(2)PIRSL picks up user model according to mining request of user. 

(3)PIRSL adjusts user model according to the estimation of mining results. 

When a user registers, PIRSL makes the user answer a series of questions. The system produces a 

user interest tree according to the answers. The interest subjects is more and more specific from the 

root to the leaf of the interest tree. The process from root to leaf is the process of discovering user 
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interest subjects. The more deep the layer of user interest tree is, the bigger of the weight of the user 

interest subjects is. According to human-computer interaction, PIRSL takes out primary user interest 

subjects and establishes user model. 

When a user inputs mining request each time, the system picks up user interest subjects from it and 

renews user model. The algorithm is described as follows. 

Alogrithm1 Renewal algorithm of the user model 

Input: mining request of user is I, constant c, and 0≤c≤1/n, the previous user model {(di,1,wi,1), 

(di,2,wi,2),… (di,n,wi,n) }. 

Output: the renewed user model {(di,1,wi,1), (di,2,wi,2),… (di,n,wi,n) }. 

Methods: According to the following steps. 

Picking up effective vocabulary L from I. 

(1) If L{di,1, di,2 ,…di,n }, suppose L=di,p, then transfer to (3), or else (4). 

(di,p，wi,p+c)   (di,p，wi,p), then transfer to (6). 

Add L into {di,1, di,2 ,…di,n }, suppose di,q=L, then wi,q=min{wi,j|1≤j≤n }. If c＞wi,q, then transfer to(5), 

or else (6). 

(L，c)   (di,q，wi,q). 

If there is other effective vocabulary form I, then transfer to (1). 

wi,j＝wi,j  ∕ 


n

k
kiw

1
,

. 

 

3. THE RECOMMENDATION STRATEGY BASED ON USER SEGMENTATION 

The library user is described as follow.  

User=<NewUser, OtherUser> 

NewUser={User | User_current-User_start≤ } 

OtherUser={User | User_current-User_start＞ } 

User_start is the first time of visit. 

User_current is the current time. 

  is threshold. 

The recommendation strategy based on user segmentation provides two kinds of recommendation 

algorithms. One is the intelligent information recommendation algorithm based on user model 

clustering, namely IRUMC algorithm[4]. The other is Web intelligent information recommendation 

method based on collaborative filtering, namely WIIRM algorithm[5]. IRUMC algorithm fits new 

users. WIIRM algorithm fits other users. 

The recommendation strategy based on user segmentation is described as follows. 

if (the user belongs to new users) 

PIRSL adopts IRUMC algorithm; 

else  

PIRSL adopts WIIRM algorithm; 
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4. LIBRARY PERSONALIZED INFORMATION RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM IN BIG 

DATA ENVIRONMENT  

On the base of user model and the recommendation strategy based on user segmentation, this paper 

designs a library personalized information recommendation system in big data environment, namely, 

PIRSL. PIRSL includes the interface module, the preprocessing module, the mining module and the 

on-line recommendation module. PIRSL is described as fig 1. 

 

Fig.1 FIRSL 

The interface module includes the listener. The interface module is the interface of user and system. 

The preprocessing module includes the preprocessor. The preprocessing mainly includes data 

cleaning, user recognition, session identification, path supplementation and user pattern recognition, 

etc. 

The mining module includes IRUMC processor and WIIRM processor. IRUMC processor treats data 

by IRUMC algorithm. WIIRM processor treats data by WIIRM algorithm. 

The on-line recommendation module includes the recommendation engine. The recommendation 

engine can gain recommendation sets by recommendation algorithms. 

 

5. RELATED EXPERIMENTS 

The experimental data comes from the log of a website in July 2010. PIRSL adopts the IRUMC 

algorithm and WIIRM algorithm, as fig 2. 

The accuracy of two recommendation algorithm is 0.74 and 0.91. Hence, IRUMC fits new users. 

WIIRM algorithm fits other users. The experimental results indicate that the recommendation 

strategy based on user segmentation is feasible. 
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Fig.2 Comparison of two recommendation algorithms 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

The paper designs a library personalized information recommendation system in big data 

environment, namely, PIRSL. The experimental results indicate that the recommendation system is 

effective. It is believed that library personalized information recommendation will have a magnificent 

future. 
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